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ABSTRACT Two-photon absorption induced polymerization
provides a powerful method for the fabrication of intricate threedimensional microstructures. Recently, Lucirin TPO-L was
shown to be a photoinitiator with several advantageous properties for two-photon induced polymerization. Here we measure
the two-photon absorption cross-section spectrum of Lucirin
TPO-L, which presents a maximum of 1.2 GM at 610 nm. Despite its small two-photon absorption cross-section, it is possible
to fabricate excellent microstructures by two-photon polymerization due to the high polymerization quantum yield of Lucirin
TPO-L. These results indicate that optimization of the twophoton absorption cross-section is not the only material parameter to be considered when searching for new photoinitiators for
microfabrication via two-photon absorption.
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Introduction

Two-photon absorption processes have attracted
much interest due to their potential applications in optical sciences, biology and microfabrication technologies. The
quadratic dependence of the two-photon absorption rate on
laser intensity allows spatial confinement of the excitation,
a feature exploited in three-dimensional optical storage [1–4],
two-photon fluorescence imaging [5, 6], two-photon photodynamic therapy [7, 8], and microfabrication via two-photon
induced polymerization [9–11]. Two-photon initiated polymerization in particular is a very interesting tool to fabricate
sophisticated microstructures for optical circuitry [12], optical data storage [13], three-dimensional micromechanical
actuators [14–16] and photonic crystals [13, 17].
In general, photopolymerization of mixtures of monomers
and olygomers requires a photoinitiator, many of which
are commercially available. Although new photoinitiators
with higher two-photon absorption cross-sections, a key
parameter for two-photon polymerization, have been deu Fax: +55 16 33738085 ext 212, E-mail: crmendon@ifsc.usp.br

signed in the last five years [13, 18], these molecules are still
not readily available. To determine the optimal conditions
for two-photon polymerization, the two-photon absorption
cross-sections of some conventional commercial photoinitiators have been measured [19]. Lucirin TPO-L (ethyl-2,4,6trimethylbenzoylphenylphosphinate), an acylphosphine oxide
radical photoinitiator whose molecular structure is shown in
Fig. 1, was demonstrated to be an efficient initiator of polymerization under two-photon excitation [20]. Furthermore,
unlike most radical photoinitiators, Lucirin TPO-L is a liquid
with broad solubility that can be mixed easily with most resin
formulations.
In this paper we present the degenerate two-photon absorption cross-section spectrum of Lucirin TPO-L and interpret this spectrum with the aid of quantum chemistry calculations. Although the two-photon absorption cross-section of
Lucirin TPO-L is small (< 1.2 GM), we can microfabricate
structures with high integrity and definition using moderate
laser powers (10 mW), due to the high polymerization efficiency of Lucirin TPO-L (radical quantum yield of 0.99).
The high polymerization efficiency makes Lucirin TPO-L an
excellent photoinitiator for microfabrication via two-photon
absorption polymerization over a large spectral range in the
visible/infrared.
2

Experimental

We prepared Lucirin TPO-L/ethanol solution with
concentrations of 7 × 10−3 and 9 × 10−1 mol L−1 , for linear
and nonlinear optical measurements, respectively. The samples were placed in 2 mm thick quartz cuvettes for spectroscopic measurements. The linear absorption spectrum was
recorded using a spectrophotometer equipped with an inte-

FIGURE 1

Molecular structure of lucirin TPOL-L
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grating sphere detector. The two-photon absorption spectrum
was obtained using the Z -scan technique [21].
In the Z -scan technique, the two-photon absorption cross
section is determined by moving the sample through the focal
plane of a focused Gaussian beam and monitoring the changes
in the far field intensity. For a two-photon absorption process, the light field creates an intensity dependent absorption,
α = α0 + βI , where I is the laser beam intensity, α0 is the linear absorption coefficient and β the two-photon absorption
coefficient. For non-resonant conditions, such as two-photon
absorption, the change in the transmitted power is integrated
over time (assuming a pulse with a Gaussian temporal profile)
to give the normalized energy transmittance [21],
1
T=√
πq0 (z, 0)

∞



2
ln 1 + q0(z, 0)e−τ dτ ,

(1)

−∞

where q0 (z, t) = βI0 (t)L(1 + z 2/z 20 )−1 , L is the sample thickness, z 0 the Rayleigh length, z the sample position and I0 the
laser intensity.
The nonlinear coefficient β is obtained by fitting (1) to the
Z -scan data [21] with β as a free parameter. The two-photon
absorption cross-section, δ, is determined from δ = hνβ/N ,
where hν is the excitation photon energy and N is the number of molecules per cm3 . Usually the two-photon absorption
cross-section δ is expressed in units of Göppert-Mayer (GM),
where 1 GM = 1 × 10−50 cm4 s mol−1 photon−1.
For the Z -scan experiment we used a 150 fs, 775 nm and
1 kHz Ti:sapphire laser as the pump for an optical parametric amplifier, which delivers 120 fs pulses with wavelengths
ranging from 600 to 810 nm. The output beam of the optical
parametric amplifier is spatially filtered to produce a Gaussian beam profile. The transmitted signal through the sample
is measured using a silicon photo-detector coupled to a lockin amplifier. To further improve the sensitivity of the Z -scan
technique we used the fastscan Z -scan method, [22] which averages Z -scan traces while the sample is oscillated through
the focal plane, allowing the measurement of transmittance
changes of only a few percent. In order to avoid photodegradation during the Z -scan, besides using relatively small irradiances, we performed the measurements in a flow cell
geometry.
The resin used in this work consists of a mixture of two
tri-acrylate monomers and Lucirin TPO-L as photoinitiator.
Tris(2-hydroxyethyl)isocyanurate triacrylate (monomer A)
increases the microstructure hardness, while ethoxylated(6)
trimethylolpropane triacrylate (monomer B) reduces shrinkage upon polymerization [20].
To fabricate microstructures we used a 130 fs, 800 nm
Ti:sapphire laser oscillator beam focused into the sample with
a 0.65 NA microscope objective. We used an average laser
power of 10 mW measured after the objective. The sample
consists of a drop of resin placed inside a spacer located on top
of a microscope slide whose surface is treated with (3 acryloxypropyl)trimethoxysilane to increase adhesion of the final
structure to the glass substrate. The resin is contained inside
the spacer by a cover slip. The sample is positioned in the axial
z -direction using a motorized stage, and the laser is scanned
across the resin in the xy direction using a pair of galvano mir-

rors. After the desired microstructure is fabricated, the sample
is immersed in ethanol to wash away the unsolidified resin.
3

Results

Figure 2 shows a Z -scan curve [21] for Lucirin
TPO-L, for an off-resonance pump wavelength of 610 nm.
The decrease in the normalized transmittance at the focal
point z = 0 is due to two-photon absorption. By fitting (1)
to the experimental data (solid line) we obtain a value for
the two-photon absorption cross-section δ. The value we obtain for δ is independent of the incident laser intensity, as one
would expect for a pure two-photon absorption process.
Figure 3 shows the linear absorption spectrum of Lucirin TPO-L as a solid line and the values of δ (circles)
obtained from Z -scan measurements at different excitation
wavelengths. The linear absorption increases towards shorter
wavelengths and displays a peak around 365 nm. The spectrum shows that Lucirin TPO-L does not exhibit any linear
absorption beyond 440 nm; it is completely transparent at the
near-infrared wavelength used in the Z -scans experiments and

Z-scan curve at 610 nm for lucirin TPO-L (circles), using an intensity of approximately 2 GW/mm2 . The curve represents a fit of Eq. (1) to
the data
FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3 Linear absorption spectrum (curve; left axis) and two-photon
absorption cross-section spectrum (circles; right axis) of lucirin TPO-L
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FIGURE 4 Scanning electron micrograph of microstructures fabricated by
two-photon absorption polymerization; 30◦ tilted view of a hemispherical
structure

the two-photon polymerization microfabrication. The twophoton absorption spectrum, on the other hand, has a large
peak at 610 nm and a second, much smaller peak at 730 nm.
Figure 4 shows a scanning electron micrograph of a threedimensional microstructure fabricated in the acrylate-based
resin using Lucirin TPO-L as a photoinitiator for the twophoton polymerization at 800 nm. It should be pointed out that
the two-photon absorption cross-section at this wavelength is
very small, as seen in Fig. 3. The fabricated microstructure
is an open hemisphere containing a smaller hemisphere that
is divided by a plane. Microstructures fabricated in this way
have high definition and excellent integrity, indicating that
Lucirin TPO-L efficiently induces photopolymerization via
two-photon absorption.
4

Discussion

The peak in the two-photon absorption spectrum at
610 nm (Fig. 3, circles) corresponds to a two-photon transition to the band located around 300 nm in the linear absorption
spectrum (Fig. 3, curve). The value of the two-photon absorption peak (1.2 GM) is comparable with results obtained
for other photoinitiators [19]. The small two-photon absorption peak at 730 nm corresponds to twice the wavelength
of the one-photon absorption peak at 365 nm. For symmetric molecules, one-photon allowed transitions are two-photon
forbidden [23–26]. However, Lucirin TPO-L has an asymmetric molecular geometry (Fig. 1), and so we can expect
these selection rules to be relaxed. Indeed, as evidenced by
the correspondence between the peaks in the two-photon and
linear absorption spectra in Fig. 3, two-photon transitions can
reach the same final state as one-photon transitions.
To explain the small two-photon absorption cross-section
values observed in Fig. 3 we determined the molecular geometry of Lucirin TPO-L and the frontier molecular orbitals.
Figure 5a shows the molecular geometry of Lucirin TPO-L
obtained via ab initio (6 – 31 G∗ ) calculations. Due to the presence of the phosphorus atom the molecule has a nonplanar
structure. The lowest unoccupied and highest occupied molecular orbitals, shown in Fig. 5b and c, respectively, were
obtained using the semi-empirical ZINDO/1 method [27, 28].
The orbitals indicate that Lucirin TPO-L does not have
a high conjugation length with most of the charge localized
in the central portion of the molecule. A high two-photon
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FIGURE 5 (a) Molecular geometry of the lucirin TPO-L molecule obtained
from ab initio calculations. (b) Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital and
(c) highest occupied molecular orbital obtained using the semi-empirical
ZINDO/1 method

cross section requires high conjugation and molecular planarity [29, 30], both of which are absent in Lucirin TPO-L,
which explains the small two-photon absorption cross-section
of this photoinitiator.
In spite of the small two-photon absorption cross-section,
Lucirin TPO-L has been recently shown to be an effective photoinitiator [20]. The polymerization action spectrum,
which is proportional to the product of the two-photon absorption cross section δ(ω) and the radical quantum yield φ2 (ω),
contains a peak around 725 nm [20]. The authors attribute this
peak to a corresponding peak in the two-photon absorption
spectrum and estimate the radical quantum yield to be 0.99
at 800 nm. Our measurements of the two-photon absorption
spectrum δ(ω) in Fig. 3 confirm this conclusion: we directly
observed a peak in δ(ω) at 730 nm and the two-photon crosssection is small, indicating that the radical quantum yield must
be high. It is this high radical quantum yield that makes Lucirin TPO-L an effective photoinitiator.
Lucirin TPO-L generates radicals when it is excited to the
triplet state [31]. Due to the two-photon excitation puts the
molecule in a singlet state, the high radical quantum yield
must therefore be due to an efficient singlet–triplet conversion. Indeed, the low fluorescence quantum yield of Lucirin
TPO-L [31] suggests a high singlet–triplet conversion efficiency. This high efficiency can be attributed to the presence
of the phosphorous atom in the molecule, which enhances
the spin–orbit coupling, increasing the intersystem crossing
rate [32].
Although photoinitiators with much higher two-photon
absorption cross-sections [13, 18] are available, our results
point out that initiators with small two-photon absorption
cross-sections are also suitable for the fabrication of microstructures as long as they have a high radical quantum yield,
in agreement with other results already reported for other
initiators [18, 33–35].
5

Conclusion

We measured the two-photon absorption crosssection spectrum of Lucirin T-POL in the wavelength range
from 600 to 810 nm using the Z -scan technique. The maximum value of two-photon absorption cross-section is
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1.2 GM, which is low compared to some organic molecules
[30, 36, 37], but comparable to other photoinitiators reported
in the literature [19]. Using quantum-chemical calculations
we established that the low nonlinear optical properties of
this molecule arise from its nonplanarity and low conjugation
length. Despite the small two-photon absorption cross-section
exhibited by Lucirin TPO-L, its high polymerization quantum
yield permits the fabrication of microstructures with excellent
structural integrity and definition, demonstrating the potential of Lucirin TPO-L for microfabrication by two-photon
polymerization.
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